ACROSS
1. Big name in glue
6. Spheres
10. Past gas, in America
14. "___ no trace"
15. Word before bed or buffer
16. Color on the cover of the game Oceans
17. Premade part of a pie, perhaps
20. Ready for business
22. Plant of the lily family
23. Lump of gum
24. Escaped the rain, say
26. Harp ancestors
28. Vodka brand, briefly
30. Nose-in-the-air type
33. Shipping inits.? 
35. The ___ (Ali, to himself)
38. With 41-Across, "The Commerce Comet" of baseball
41. See 38-Across
42. You are here
44. Like every other positive integer
45. Capital of Louisiana?
46. Word after beauty or blind
48. They get swiped a lot
52. Blocks that interlock
55. Glove material, maybe
56. Homeric shout
58. Five-in-a-row board game played with stones
60. Constellation east of Cancer
61. Not quite closed
62. Like truly evil beings
65. Largest land mass
66. Medicinal measure
67. Some boosters, briefly
68. Start of many addresses
69. Forward thinker?
70. Tricks

DOWN
1. Macaroni noodles
2. Pounce on, as an opportunity
3. Get by
4. Like every other positive integer
5. Wine list heading
6. Gazpacho ingredients
7. Teaser's activity
8. Profession, slangily
9. Part of a picket fence
10. Like the proverbial worm catcher
11. Rocky, for one
12. Whodunit component
13. Cereal grain in Cap'n Crunch
14. Smartphone ancestor, for short
15. ___-de-sac
16. Fraught with danger
17. Bygone boom producer, briefly
18. "Cheers" regular
19. "The Joy ___ Club"
20. applies a patch, perhaps
21. Actor Bridges
22. Title character played by Sarah Jessica Parker on Broadway
23. Roof option on old Thunderbirds
24. Highway marker
25. "Allow me"
26. Kennel calls
27. Blanc who voiced Bugs Bunny
28. "Heads I win, tails ___"
29. Have trouble balancing
30. Alternatives to Bartletts
31. "Oh, my!"
32. Emphasize
33. Some boosters, brie/fly
34. "Cheers" regular
35. How some ales are served
37. Homeric shout
38. "Where the Sidewalk ___"
40. Word of good cheer
41. Low digit?
42. Unit of corn